
Your wishes

come true with

www.orion-spas.com/en



FEATURES

LED
illuminated

waterfall
with column

of light below
water level

Easy transport
with integrated

handles

Wide doors
for ease of
maintenance

Triangulation
massage

Whirlpool*
jet with

easy control
(optional)

Powerful Whirlpool*
jet with water

flow management

2 zones of texture in the bottom of the
spa, placed directly where your feet are
found to create a relaxation zone unique
by the friction of your feet, promoting
circulation and a pleasant feeling from
toe to heel.

One-piece
polyethylene
construction

Air
control
buttons

External
drain
valve

Image for reference only. Colors, specifications and location of the whirlpool* jet may vary (optional).

Multi-level
floor

Foot
jets



A TRIAL WILL
CONVINCE YOU

The Orion is a new generation spa. It’s roominess exudes unparalleled comfort. It’s 100% accessibility 
exudes piece of mind and above all, it’s extremely affordably. The Orion was engineered to combine 
comfort and roominess. It was designed with multiple seating options for massage variety and to 
accommodate different body shapes and sizes. It also has an oversized footwell for added leg comfort. 
The lounger is unique in that it can be used by a single person or with a second person relaxing at 
the other end. The lounge chairs are extremely roomy, as well, and two are equipped with armrests 
for added seating comfort. The Orion also has two cool down seats that provide a break from your 
massage or simply, a chance to cool down a bit without having to exit the spa.

You can direct the water through all the jets for a gentle, relaxing massage. If desired, you can divert 
the water through one half of the spa jets or through the other half of the spa jets to increase your 
intensity. And if you need to address a specific part of your body with dynamic force, you can direct 
all of the water through a single, turbo jet. Whatever your body desires, the Orion can deliver.

The Orion is manufactured as a 240V spa for better heating efficiency so you can enjoy using your 
spa for long periods of time in cold weather. You can simply set it in place** and fill it with water. The 
Orion was designed with a contemporary look that you will be proud to display in your backyard. It 
has the ambiance of an LED backlit, cascading waterfall which is enhanced by external LED sconce 
lighting in each corner of the spa.

Location of the whirlpool* jet may vary (optional).
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• No concrete or wood base is required **

• Massage of the back, neck and feet by triangulation

• Easy transport with integrated handles

• Interior and exterior mood lights

• Increased water flow control

• "Whirlpool*" jet with targeted massage

• Multi-level floor

• SENSITIVE texture in the bottom of the spa

4 Seasons

WHY CHOOSE ORION SPA?

Cabinet
Panel
insert

Size: 82’’ x 82’’ x 34’’

Seating: 5 seats with 1 step In + 1 Cool Down Seat

Lighting: Exterior sconce LED corner lights
+ LED lights around the interior

Waterfall: Overflow LED lights with column
of light underwater

Seat ergonomics: 7 different

Estimated Dry Weight : 515

Estimated Water Capacity: 1250

Estimated Full Weight: 3,270

Filtration : 40 p.c

Adjustable Stainless Steel Jets: 28

Drain Valve: Included

Turbo "Whirlpool*" diversion jets: 1

Structure: Rotationally Molded Polyethylene

Insulation: Thermofoil TM Heat Blanket

Equipment Pack: Balboa VS300

Top Side Control: Balboa VL260

Pump: 4 hpr

Heater: Balboa M7 St 4.0kw

Power Requirements Volts/Amps : 240V, 40A

Cover: Premium vinyl 4 / 2 Pitch

Cabinet color : Midnight grey

Panel insert color: Cool grey

SPECIFICATIONS

PLACE** FILL

* The Whirpool jet is optional.
** The ground must be well-leveled.

Image for reference only. Colors and specifications may vary.

ENJOY


